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1) Have any data been collected for this study already?

No, no data have been collected for this study yet.

2) What's the main question being asked or hypothesis being tested in this study?

Participants will judge which of two chairs in a scene image would be closer to them in real life.

Before viewing the target image, they will be given a preview image that is either a line drawing of

the photograph, a mirror-reversed line drawing of the photograph, a scene photograph identical to

the target image (minus the chairs), or a blank image with a rectangle in the center.

One question is whether we can replicate Sanocki & Epstein’s (1997) finding that

depth judgments after a line drawing preview are faster than after an uninformative rectangle

preview. We also to plan to examine the extent to which this benefit – as well as any preview benefit from real photographs -- is robust to the presence of

dynamic visual masks during the delay between the preview and the target image.

This version is a higher-powered and more-compellingly-masked version of AsPredicted #6444, mirroredScenePrime_sanockiRepMask, which did not find a

significant benefit of line drawing previews compared to uninformative rectangles.

3) Describe the key dependent variable(s) specifying how they will be measured.

reaction time (milliseconds) and accuracy (proportion correct answers)

4) How many and which conditions will participants be assigned to?

Four preview image conditions within participants: line drawing preview, mirrored line drawing

preview, scene photo, and rectangle prime. Two mask conditions within participants: masked (200ms delay) or un-

masked (84ms delay). In this study, conditions are intermixed, and each combination of condition and scene

image is equally likely across participants.

5) Specify exactly which analyses you will conduct to examine the main question/hypothesis.

We will analyze reaction time and accuracy data for each condition. For reaction times, our statistics

will be based on each subject's median reaction time for each condition.

We are interested in whether the photograph and line drawings preview conditions provide a

reaction time benefit over the mirrored line drawing and rectangle line drawing conditions (in

unmasked conditions), and whether these benefits persist or are abolished with masks. To assess

this, we will subtract the baseline conditions from their respective matched conditions (e.g.,

unmasked photograph RT – unmasked rectangle RT, unmasked un-mirrored RT – unmasked

mirrored RT) to compute preview benefits and compare these to 0 via t-tests. We will then use

paired t-tests to compare these preview benefits between masked and unmasked conditions.

6) Describe exactly how outliers will be defined and handled, and your precise rule(s) for excluding observations.

Individual trials will be excluded if the participant responded sooner than 150ms after the target

image appeared, and only correct trials will be used for reaction time analyses.

Participants will be excluded and replaced with a participant from the same counterbalance order if

any of the following apply:

- Their overall accuracy is greater than 3 standard deviations below the mean accuracy.

- Their overall accuracy is less than 55%.

- They responded with the same key on more than 80% of trials. 

- Fewer than 50% of their trials can be included in the main analysis, either because they were

excluded for having an RT below 150ms, or because they were incorrect.

- Their median RT in any of the prime conditions is above two seconds.

7) How many observations will be collected or what will determine sample size? No need to justify decision, but be precise about exactly how the
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number will be determined.

306 subjects will be collected for this version of the experiment (102 participants in each of the 3

possible counterbalance conditions). If a subject is excluded, they will be replaced with another

subject from the same counterbalance condition.

8) Anything else you would like to pre-register? (e.g., secondary analyses, variables collected for exploratory purposes, unusual analyses planned?)

In order to test how long any effects may take to develop, a secondary analysis will separately

analyze the data (across participants) for the first half and second half of the experiment. In order to

be included in the secondary analysis, participants must meet all main-experiment qualifications, in

addition to having median RTs in all of the *combinations* of experiment-half and condition that are

less than or equal to 2 seconds.
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